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 Term 1: Sep-Dec Term 2 Jan - Apr 
 

Term 3: Apr - Jul 

YEAR 7 
DOW  

The Elements of 
Music/ 
Find Your Voice 
Develop a basic 
understanding of the 
elements of music 
through practical 
activities including 
chair drumming, 
singing and 
boomwakers. 

The 4 Chord Song 
Developing keyboard 
and vocal skills with 
a group ‘mash up’ 
performance using 
keyboard, voice and 
percussion.  

World Fusion * 
Students listen to and perform a variety of 
styles from around the world; 
Reggae, samba, gamelan, African, Indian, 
Chinese. 
Students use their knowledge to create a 
fusion performance putting together the 
understanding they have of world music and 
popular music. 

Programme to Film. 
Students develop understanding of creating 
music to represent animals followed by 
pieces of texts then leading onto music for 
film and how it can control audiences 
emotions. Learn a variety of leitmotifs 
before composing their own music for a film 
clip. 

Year 7 
IHO 

The Elements of 
Music 
COMPOSITION 
Students complete a 
series of tasks 
around the elements 
of music culminating 
in a final 
composition 
depicting a morning 
and report 
explaining how they 
have been used.  

The 4 Chord Song 
Students sequence 
their own four chord 
song with chords, 
bass and drums. 
Record singing or 
create their own 
melody over it using 
logic. 

World Fusion * 
Students listen to and re-create a variety of 
styles from around the world; 
Reggae, samba, gamelan, African, Indian, 
Chinese. 
Students then compose their own fusion 
piece combining their elemental knowledge 
and world music listening.  

Programme to Film. 
Students develop understanding of creating 
music to represent animals followed by 
pieces of texts then leading onto music for 
film and how it can control audiences 
emotions.  
Learn a variety of leitmotifs before 
composing their own music for a film clip. 

YEAR 8 
DOW 

World Fusion * 
Students listen to and perform a variety of 
styles from around the world; 
Reggae, samba, gamelan, African, Indian, 
Chinese. 
Students use their knowledge to create a 
fusion performance putting together the 

Blues and Jazz * 
Students explore and develop keyboard skills 
of playing chords and improvising through 
12 bar blues and different styles of jazz and 
how it is still relevant today with the Mosley 
Blues and Jazz festival. Can also lead into 
protest music. 

Project Perform * 
Students first work as a class to create a 
performance of a given song. These skills are 
then transferred to their own group to 
independently create a performance either 
composing or creating a parody of an 
existing song. With the focus of performing 
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understanding they have of world music and 
popular music. 

in the end of year showcase. 

YEAR 8 
IHO 
 

World Fusion * 
Students listen to and re-create a variety of 
styles from around the world; 
Reggae, samba, gamelan, African, Indian, 
Chinese. 
Students then compose their own fusion 
piece combining their elemental knowledge 
and world music listening.  

Blues and Jazz * 
Students explore and develop keyboard skills 
of playing chords and improvising through 
12 bar blues and different styles of jazz and 
how it is still relevant today with the Mosley 
Blues and Jazz festival. 

Project Remix 
Students develop an understanding of 
hooks, riffs and motifs in popular and 
classical music. 
Students use these to create a 
rearrangement of a sing using one or two 
hooks and loops.  

       

Year 9 
BTEC Technical 

Basic Ensemble skills 
Develop group 
cohesion and basic 
instrument skills to 
begin to the course 
performing a song of 
the group’s choice.    

Comp 1: Reggae & 
Disco 
Features of 60s and 
70s music through 
Three Little Birds 
performance & 
Funky Town 
sequence.  

Comp 1: Hip Hop & 
Britpop 
Features of 80s and 
90s music through 
Vocoder use on 
LOGIC and 
Wonderwall class 
workshop. 

Comp 1: Film Music 
Create music for a 
film clip using 
leitmotif, thematic 
development and 
Foley.  

Comp 1: Western 
Classical Music 
Investigate Baroque, 
Classical, Romantic 
and minimalist 
music.  
Minimalist 
composition or 
Classical cover of a 
pop song. 

Comp 1: Fusion 
Samba class 
workshop and 
Bhangra sequencing 
task  

Year 10 
BTEC Technical 

Jazz & Blues 
Class performance of 
‘Hound Dog’  
Choose one style of 
Jazz create a 
listening log and 
write up of features.  

Complete 
Component 1 
Complete all 
outstanding write 
ups and computer 
tasks. Create final 
portfolio to submit. 
 
Check with BTEC 
work required for 
portfolio. 

Component 2: Music Skills Development  
Develop skills as a performer, composer and producer. Students must choose two of these 
skills to develop.  
Work submitted will include LOGIC PRO composition or production work and practical 
performance workshops, videos from instrument lessons. 
Skills audit, SMART targets, skills development plan, log books (video or written)  
Unit Deadline: Tuesday 7th July 2020 
 
Check spec for work required. 
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Unit Deadline: 
Tuesday 18th 
December 2019 
 
 

Year 11 
BTEC First Award 

Unit 2: Musical Product (see NQF feedback) 
& Re-Sit Preparation 
Evidence:  
A: 5 meeting minutes 
A: Planning evidence (paper) x2, picture and 
videos of sound and lighting workshops and 
on the night set up. Pictures of on the night 
participation. 2 cameras. One constantly 
filming. One student operated camera. Start 
stop between acts. 
B: Poster project: draft and final poster for 
the concert an evaluation. Investigation of 
successful music posters in the industry.   
C: Concert evaluation.   
 
2 weeks of revision lesson lessons leading up 
to exam in January.  
 
Deadline: 15th January 2020 

Unit 5: Performance 
2 contrasting performances to an audience. 
Performance Evening to take place in March 
2020 
Unit Deadline: Wednesday 3rd April 2020 

Complete 
Outstanding Work. 
Unit 5 paperwork 
Unit 4 composition 
work 
Unit 2 product work  
 
Final coursework 
deadline: Tuesday 
14th May 2020 
Course completed.  

 

 


